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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
We had such a good time at our March club meeting. It was so good
to see several we haven’t seen since March 2020 and of course great
to see those that have continued to attend. Everyone enjoyed chatting with visitors Justin Moore and Dan Picknell, and we all hope
they return!.
We are looking ahead - 2021 show is coming together nicely - still
needing trophy pledges; we discussed at the March meeting our
2022 shows and are seriously considering a temperament test and
hopefully in 2023 our bid for the Southeast Futurity will be successful.
We plan to return to having a program at our club meetings starting
in April. Hope to see you there! (See upcoming events in this newsletter for more information.)

Joye Evans
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The premium list for our shows is
now available. It will be posted on
our website soon, it’s also available on
the parent club website, and our club
Facebook page. Please feel free to
share the premium list with others.
The premium list for Fast CAT will be
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OWNER-HANDLED BEST IN SHOW!!

CH Kenlyn Marquis’ Vendetta v Seven Hills TC

Detta took Tennessee by storm, winning two Owner-Handled
Herding groups, and our first Owner-Handled Best In Show! A
huge thank you to the judges that found Detta very worthy, we
are absolutely thrilled!
Karena Avila
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In Memory of……..
Ch & Int’l Ch. Jomari’s American Idol TC
Owner/ Breeder: Joyce Quick
3/08 – 2/21
The first born puppy from a well executed plan of a breeding to a Grand Victor.
He was a blessing from the beginning, Although, a reluctant show dog, he did it
for me. A magnificent handsome large boned male. Fiercely protective of his
car, crate and home yet gentle when out and about. A wonderful producer although only used in my own breeding program I will be forever grateful for the
kids and grandkids he has left with me (and hopefully a few more litters in the
future). I was blessed with nearly 13 years with this dog, always an extremely
healthy dog who was never sick a day in his life and the worse thing he went
through was a hotspot! I miss this big guy every day as I see his empty yard now
with the gate left open forever more. I know he is up in heaven playing with his
two favorite girls Kissy and Tantra. Love you always my big boy! Until we meet
again……..
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2021 FUTURITY/MATURITY SCHEDULE
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PLACE YOUR AD IN
OUR MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER.
Contact Ren Lewis at renlewis1@gmail.com for details and rates.
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Who Will Pay the Pied Piper?
By Barbara Williams

We embark upon this Grand Adventure; certain we can expect miraculously wonderful progeny and
we have prepared for any, and all emergencies or unexpected setbacks!
But we are what we are and that is all that we are, to paraphrase Popeye's famous statement: " I am
what I am and that's all that I am."
What we truly and honestly and bare bones are is just this: great dreamers and gamblers and deeply thoughtful and serious students and dilettantes and an entire mish mash of human beings, working to create the perfect purebred dog of our choice.
In this case, our choice is the German Shepherd Dog, which, like all intelligent life forms, is basically made up of an extremely complex genetic galaxy full of twists and surprises.
A few dedicated students understand the most basic genetic calculations based on Mendel's study.
We can sometimes quote the most obvious of these, make some sense of them, and feel rather full
of ourselves for our knowledge. That same knowledge can often throw us incredibly amazing curves
in the whelping box, giving rise to such comments as: My stud dog has never produced that problem; it must be coming from your bitch. Where in the devil did that come from? Which one of the
parents is responsible for that? Call that stud dog owner and demand an “explanation''. Our
Champion Sweetie Pie never produced that problem before!
So ... Enter the Dragon (aka the Human Owner quotient) the fragile, ever-vulnerable Human Ego
seeks and demands immediate recognition and awards and adoration and absolution of any crimes
or culpability, or responsibility.
What they really know exists genetically in their breeding stock or is produced by their past, present, or future Mr. Wonderfuls, usually will never see the light of day, or be spoken or even whispered of, covered up as soon as it surfaces.

It will be hidden and protected forever in the deep recesses of their guilt and crimes against the
Breed as they are excusing the terrible genetic whelping box revelation as a 'quirk,' a totally
'unknown presence' who’s 'unknown' and heretofore 'nonexistent plague,' has never before in the
history of their breeding program been seen or experienced.
Quickly now, circle the wagons. All of this excruciating damning information must be buried so
deep that no one can misinterpret this 'quirk of nature' as a genetic defect produced by perfect Mr.
Wonderful or out of the bloodlines, of the 'Perfect Princess.'
So, the humans involved have wiped their mind's slate clean of their remembrance of any serious
defective diseases or conditions or problems in their own bloodlines, especially, those chronic conditions that are treated daily with medications and potions and special diets, and the surgically corrected and perfected ones.
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They choose not to admit or consider, or dwell upon the problems, so 'ally-kazzam' the problems
do not exist, and they shall flatly deny any existence of genetic health or conformation problems
that have been surgically corrected, after all, they all have/throw faults.
By repeating that mantra over and over they have brain- May 2006/ German Shepherd Dog Review
IS washed themselves into a very pleasant place and now their very wonderful stud dog can strut
his hour upon the stage and bring glory to them as his breeder and/or owner; Miss Perfect Princess
can be bred back into her seriously disease compromised line, because, here comes that mantra
again, after all, they all throw faults,' and in this line we get winners in eve1y litter! So, whatever it
takes! That's what we'll do. Look at Mr. Wonderful!
They are so proud of him! After all, look how beautiful he is! Look how he moves, that is what counts! By
God they all throw faults!

Never mind that the faults this adored one throws result in death for some of his tragically affected
progeny, sometimes the death being an agonizing one, or a long lingering painful one, robbing
them of any kind of quality of a life filled with robust health and action, or perhaps an early euthanasia.
How many heartbroken Masters and mistresses of these highly touted adored progeny will never
again give their hearts or pocketbooks to keep these beloved ones alive!

How many will be sacrificed at Mr.Wonderful Stud Dog's altar to get the champions from him?
How many more will be whelped by Mrs. Perfect Princess, whose sire, dam and/or siblings were
affected with severe diseases, resulting in death or euthanasia?
Their answer? All that it takes! How does this help the Breed exorcise these genetic disasters of ever-growing proportions and consequence? Simply stated: it doesn't.
Too many are all involved in the charade of paying lip service and professing undying love to their
chosen breed. They exist inside the circled wagons and share lots of laughter and fun and socializing and after all, that is the purpose of this 'sport,' to provide pleasure and social interaction and
fun with their peers.
Anyone who dares question their methods and purpose is 'drummed out of the Corp' and banished
to an isolated position.
When disaster strikes in one of their litters, all their accomplices bemoan the 'Fickle Finger of Fate'
which has pointed in their direction... Offering condolences as they plan another disastrous mating.
The tragically affected whelps which will pay the painful and sometimes ghastly painful price.
After all, we are gamblers, and we must take a gamble to produce these winners. If that's the price
we must pay, with some affected littermates, so be it. We are not breeding pets, even though we
quickly seek out pet homes for those who do not measure up to the show scene.
Or all the rejects are taken to the vet's with so many problems they must be euthanized. The breeder leaves the unfortunate victims with the vet and goes back to the ones who survive because of
their beauty and promise of conformation and gait ... the stars!
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Then the ballyhoo really starts. The dead and dying one are forgotten and blamed on fate as sad
but are quicky and conveniently put to rest. Unavoidable, because the breeder bred, knowing full
well the risks, but gambled and took them anyway. 'After all, they all throw faults!'
Later on, with the surviving stars and winners being paraded in the show ring to the oohs and
ahhhs of the adoring crowd and swelling head and chests and egos of the breeders, all seems worth
it to them.
Now these beautiful stars and winners will be bred, often very close breedings, setting in concrete
the genetic dynamics and terrible diseases they carry.
Some of these stars will die young, as their genetic dragons overtake them. Some will survive and
produce more genetic dragons.
So, you may ask ..."Who will pay the piper?" The answer, tragically, is the Breed pays the piper.
The Breed pays in its popularity, in its capacity to perform as beloved, healthy, robust, happy companions or as healthy, strong, and willing working companions. It pays with the teats and sadness
of those who have suffered as they lost the ones, they had such high hopes for, and as they gravitate to other breeds or sports. The Breed struggles on, dragging behind a terrible weight of the load
of genetic dragons it bears. And who is responsible? The breeders are responsible!
Next time you plan a breeding, look long and hard into the health and longevity and reproductivity
of those you plan to mate. Give a serious thought to the first-generation sires and dams and siblings and aunts and uncles of these partners. Stress the HEALTH and longevity, as seriously as you
stress the conformation and movement of the pair.
Become a deadly gene dragon slayer. Work for your Breed, not against it! You know in your heart
who will pay the piper.

This article is printed with prior approval from
Barbara Williams
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Happy Birthday to our club members with
March birthdays!!

Mindi Kelley-Chase

LARGE COOLER FREE TO A GOOD HOME
The Club has a VERY large cooler

that needs a new home.
Disclaimer: Both lid straps are broken but does not affect
the cooler functioning.
Please contact Ren Lewis at renlewis1@gmail.com if you
want the cooler.
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The Club has decided to sell several items we have in our inventory. The first
item shown below sells on Amazon for $54.99, we have three of these and are
asking $25/each. The second item shown below has a sticker of $19.99, we
have two of these and are asking $10/each. All items are new and in the original boxes.
Contact Ren Lewis at renlewis1@gmail.com if you are interested in any of these
items. (I can deliver to next club meeting on April 8th)
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Heinerburg German Shepherds
Offers frozen semen for your consideration
AKC Bronze Champion - Canadian Select Champion

MALCOLM

OFA H&E / OFA DM Clear
With very limited Breedings,
Sire of 6 AKC Champions
with more on the way.

Contact HEINERBURG 1st day of season -

678-523-9940
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Upcoming events
CONFORMATION

GSDC of North Georgia
Wills Park in Alpharetta, GA
April 23 & 24, 2021
Friday—Judy Rita Sandell (4-6 Puppy, Jr Showmanship, Breed)
Saturday AM—Judge Candee Foss (4-6 Pupy, Jr Showmanship, Breed)
Saturday PM—Judge Lorry Bellah (4-6 Puppy and Breed)
(Closes April 7th)
Southeast Futurity/Maturity, April 25, 2021
GSDC of North Georgia
Wills Park in Alpharetta, GA
On Line entries at www.dogzibit.com
Judge: Al Martin
(Closes April 7th

GSDC of Atlanta, Inc.
&
Augusta GSDC
Combined Specialties
May 21-23. 2021
Radda’s K9 Campus in Talking Rock, GA
Friday PM –Judge Anita Clous (4-6 Puppy, Breed)
Saturday AM—Judge Ken Rayner (Breed)
Judge Jackie Rayner (4-6 Puppy)
Saturday PM—Judge Michael Cheeks (4-6 Puppy, Breed)
Sunday AM—Judge Butch Stiefferman (4-6 Puppy, Jr Showmanship, Breed)

Premium Lists for all shows are on the parent club website.
www.gsdca.org
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NEXT CLUB MEETING
THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 2021
ALDO’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT
RSVP JEVANS0107@GMAIL.COM

Please join us on April 8th for a program on bloat.
Kevin Winkler DVM, DACVS of BluePearl Hospital as agreed to join
us at Aldo’s Italian Restaurant to provide our members, and guests,
with valuable information on bloat. We strongly encourage all members to attend, and certainly those folks that are somewhat new to
GSDs. Visitors are welcome, please rsvp (see below).
Dr. Winkler is Board Certified in Veterinary Surgery.
Please join us at 7pm if you’d like to join us for dinner. The club meeting and program will begin promptly at 8pm.

We respectfully request that you RSVP directly to Joye Evans
at jevans0107@gmail.com. Please let her know if you will attend dinner and the program, OR if you’re coming for the
program only. We will need to provide Aldo’s with a headcount no later than the day before.
Sorry but no dogs allowed since we’re meeting at a restaurant.
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VISIT WWW.GSDCATLANTA.ORG FOR COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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